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Complete and thoughtful answers to these questions will earn you 0.30 CEU credits toward the 
Cultural Competency Certificate.  
 

1. Early in the first essay, Baldwin describes white people as “innocents.” He uses that word 
multiple times on pages 6-9. How is Baldwin defining that word? What point is he making for 
his nephew? 
 

2. The first essay is to Baldwin’s 14-year-old nephew. The second essay begins when Baldwin is 
14. Why is that age so important in terms of growing up? What ideas, concerns, and decisions 
happen around that age? 

 
3. Baldwin claims that becoming a Christian forced him to re-see his world and that he then 

became afraid. What is he afraid of? Why is he afraid? 
 

4. Early on in essay two (p. 20), Baldwin discusses the options for escape from poverty that 
people in Harlem had. In the following several pages, Baldwin challenges the idea of the 
American Dream – that working hard leads to success. Later in the same essay (p. 89), 
Baldwin makes further challenges to the American Dream. Consider your definition of the 
American Dream and compare it to his definition. Is it possible to achieve? 

 
5. Baldwin sees people with power in his life – power gained through education, age, social 

position, money, violence, religion. What does he see as some of the problems of having 
power and of not having power? 

 
Please attach this sheet with your answers!   

If you do not turn this sheet in with your answers, you WILL NOT get credit! 
 

Return completed answers by July 30, 2016 to: Dr. Cassandra Spieles, South 
Campus J-360-3 or Center Campus C-164 during normal business hours. 


